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could he have employed men usefully on such work :
for no political or other officer well acquainted with
Egyptian conditions was attached to Head-quarters
at Ismailia. Wisely in these conditions he declined to
usurp the functions of the Civil Administration, and
confined himself to the defence of the Canal against
the armed enemy. From that attitude he would not
depart. He issued no proclamations and published
no orders to the civilian population ; he assembled
no military courts for the trial of offenders who
purposely or accidentally transgressed the instructions
of commanders of the various sectors of the Canal;
and he initiated no steps to control the movement of
persons within the Zone. To the Egyptian Govern-
ment the task of handling these and similar matters,
indirect consequences of a state of war, was left* The
division of duty was not unreasonable. Egypt, whose
protection was assured by the presence of a British
army on her frontier, plainly was bound to relieve the
latter of all secondary business. Unhappily the theory
worked less well in practice. Bewildered by the
novelty of the situation, the Egyptian Government
would only act under explicit direction, and that
direction she awaited in vain in the Canal Zone.
During the winter of 1914-15 the few feeble
attempts to police militarily the Zone achieved barren
result. If there were excuses, more or less valid in the
beginning, to condone failure, there were none which
accounted for later inaction. Save for occasional raids
by the enemy, the calm of the Zone during the
summer and autumn was unbroken. That peaceful
period should have been utilized to draw a police
cordon round the military area and supervise move-
ment within it. Clouds already were gathering on
the Egyptian horizon, growing daily more menacing,
as the issue of the campaign on Gallipoli hung uncer-
tainly in the balance. If fortune there declared herself

